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lost in the rift - reborn

It's been very hard for me to decide if this game is worth recommending. You know that moment in a horror movie when you're
watching the main character go into some dark, scary room where you just KNOW the monster/killer is hiding? You know how
you want to scream at them, "don't go in there, you moron!" This game will make you feel like that, but you are the moron going

into that stupidly scary dark place. This game is undoubtedly a scary experience, and my first one of such in VR. I will not
praise it on its game design in general, but in the context of VR, it does what it sets out to do. Playing it in VR is scary, and quite
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unnerving, however, this is not because the game itself is particularly scary or well-made. Rather, VR does the scaring. If you
ripped the game out of VR, the best you would get is one or two cheap jump scares and a rather boring maze crawl. That being
said, playing this will put you on edge. It will scare you. You will quit like a little the first time you have to walk through a door.
The jumpscares I mentioned do exist, but the way the developer crafted this game, within the context of VR, makes them the

least fightening part. There is an absolutely frightening atmosphere of sounds and experiences throughout that will cause you to
have the feeling of "why am I here; I should not be here". The sense of being in this place is what is truly scary. I recommend

this with the following notes. Having played it, I would not pay more than $5.00 for it. For the price, it works and is scary. Get
this game if you want to experience the new baseline in horror games. This not-that-well-made game, is scarier than every single
horror game I've ever played on a monitor. Get this game if you want to scare theout of your friends.. Good, scary.. Short, but
sweet. Very creepy atmosphere.. Right. It's official. I'm a complete and total coward. I tried out "Lost in the Rift" this evening.

It's a horror genre VR title. I knew it'd be creepy. I knew it'd have jump scares. I was certain it wouldn't be difficult from a
gameplay perspective and from the look of the screenshots, I was fairly sure I'd find it had passable graphics. What I found out

from my time playing the game is that I really don't like the VR horror experience. It's not that it was poorly executed, it's that it
was pretty well executed. In the first scene, I'm at a campsite, by the fire, on a night so dark that anything not illuminated by the
fire or by the torch I pick up very early on is just black. I could stay put, but where's the fun in that? Also, there was a noise, and
there's a light in the distance. So I head to the next light. Like I said though, anything not illuminated by the torch while en route

to the next light source is simply black. This leads to a nervous scanning of the surroundings. It's really quite unsettling. (It's
worth noting that all the while this is going on, the player character is making a sort of terrified irregular breathing sound. This
in itself is difficult to cope with emotionally.) I follow a series of these lit way-points through the woods. Each time I get close,
the lamp attached to the tree I'm approaching flashes and makes that industrial lighting starter clanging sound. I jumped at the
first one, anticipated the second then, surprisingly to me, I jumped again at the third. This was *not* going well for me. After

visiting a number of those pools of light, the next lit area is an entryway into something like a cross between a tiled cellar and a
military bunker. Doors creak and slam (often slamming by themselves) and there's the odd bit of story content stuck to the walls

here and there. I was getting very nervous indeed by this point. Down toward the end of a shadowy corridor, I glimpsed
something the story content had foreshadowed, which I shan't give away, but this somewhat deepened the anxiety. A corner or
two further into the installation, the batteries go dead in the torch. The screen is totally black. Anticipating that there was going
to be something coming at me out of that blackness, I alt-tabbed out, took off the headset, and closed the game. It had been 9

minutes. Damn. Full marks from me. It did what it set out to do. I just couldn't take it.. Short, but sweet. Very creepy
atmosphere.. Lots of loud noises, couple decent scares or moments where i felt too worried about an incoming jumpscare to turn

my head :P Not bad but mostly just a walking simulator through very similar corridors. Takes just about 30mins to finish. Not
as scary as Amnesia and nowhere near as good a story as Chair in a Room: Greenwater.
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